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Abstract
Competitive figure skaters perform successful jumps with critical parameters, which are valuable for jump analysis in athlete
training. Driven by recent computer vision applications, recovering 3D pose of figure skater to obtain the meaningful variables
has become increasingly important. However, conventional works have suffered from getting 3D information based on the
corresponding 2D information directly or leaving the specificity of sports out of consideration. Issues such as self-occlusion,
abnormal pose, limitation of venue and so on will result in poor results. Motivated by these problems, this paper proposes
a multi-task architecture based on a calibrated multi-camera system to facilitate jointly 3D jump pose of figure skater.
The proposed methods consist of three key components: Likelihood distribution and temporal smoothness- based discrete
probability points selection filter out the most valuable 2D information; Multi-perspective and combinations unification-
based large-scale venue 3D reconstruction is proposed to deal with the multi-camera; multi-constraint-based human skeleton
estimation decides the final 3D coordinate from the candidates. This work is proved can be applied to 3D animated display
and motion capture of the figure skating competition. The success rate of the independent joint is: 93.38% of 70 mm error
range, 92.57% of 50 mm error range and 91.55% of 30 mm error range.

Keywords 3D human pose reconstruction · 3D motion capture · Jump analysis in figure skating · Binocular reconstruction

Introduction

Recovering human pose has become increasingly important
in the field of sports, animation, human–computer interac-
tion, video surveillance, action recognition and so on. The
2D pose is inherently ambiguous as one 2D pose is projected
from a lot of 3D poses. The vast potential of estimating
3D human pose in sports has attracted academic interests.
In figure skating, jump is widely acknowledged as one of
the most critical elements of the figure skater’s program.
The excellent jumping is attractive for the audience, but
puts forward strict technical requirements for the athletes.
Analyzing 3D jump in figure skating not only objectively
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evaluates the performance of figure skater, but also enhances
the audience’s entertainment experience. Therefore, the anal-
ysis of 3D jump pose should not be overlooked as it plays
a significant role for figure skater’s behavior understand-
ing.

Why 3D pose with multi-perspective is interesting? First,
an increasing number of efforts in the community neither the
end-to-end method [1–3] nor the two-step method [4–6] are
focused on monocular 3D pose [7,8] based on the success of
deep learning. Although many methods settle down to figure
out a relative depth based on a reference point or a root joint,
then according to the prior information to calculate the final
3D pose. The obtained 3D result is not the real world coor-
dinate in the space. The multi-perspective structure [9–12]
satisfies the requirement of annotation formonocular 3Dpose
estimation because of the high accuracy and efficient pro-
cess. Second, the multi-perspective 3D pose estimation has
become widespread, motivated by some practical purposes.
It is indisputable that in the practical applications, multi-
perspective will avoid the problem of dead ends. Naturally,
a higher accuracy can be achieved compared to single-view
in most cases.
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Fig. 1 Abnormal pose and large scale venue bring in challenges

The goal of 3D human pose estimation in figure skating
is to localize key points of body in 3D space. However, most
of the previous 3D human pose estimation methods losing
sight of the limitations from the big venue and the small tar-
get of figure skating. The diverse variations in background,
costume, abnormal pose, self-occlusion, athletic fields and
camera parametersmake the 3D jump pose estimation a chal-
lenging problem.

This work summarizes two main difficulties as shown in
Fig. 1. Figure skating as a kind of sport combines athletic
power with elegant artistry, contains abnormal pose which is
different from daily motion. First, the abnormal pose means
there are several confusing limbs, which are difficult to iden-
tify even for human eyes. Second, the figure skating is always
held in the large venue. The moving range of the athlete is
big. In some situation the target is far from the camera and
projects unclear image content which is difficult to detect.

In this paper,we develop a transformation system to gener-
ate figure skater’s 3D pose conditioned on the corresponding
multi-view 2D Part ConfidenceMap [13] which indicates the
probability that the joint may appear in the current map area,
and attempt to effectively handle the 3D pose estimation in
large venue via a binocular stereo reconstruction architecture
for jump analysis in figure skating.

Related works

Multi-view 3D pose estimation

Iskakov et al. [14] presented two novel solutions for multi-
view3Dhumanpose estimationbasedonnew learnable trian-
gulationmethods that combine 3D information frommultiple
2D views. Pavlakos et al. [15] presented an automatic way
to gather 3D annotations for human pose estimation tasks,
using a generic ConvNet for 2D pose estimation and record-
ings from a multi-view setup. Remelli et al. [16] proposed
a new multi-view fusion technique for 3D pose estimation
that is capable of reasoning acrossmultiview geometry effec-

tively, while introducing negligible computational overhead
with respect to monocular methods. Tome et al. [17] pro-
posed a CNN-based approach for multi-camera markerless
motion capture of the human body. Their approachmakes use
of 3D reasoning throughout a multistage approach. Liang et
al. [18] proposed a scalable neural network framework to
reconstruct the 3D mesh of a human body from multi-view
images, which focuses more on the human body shape rather
than the human joints. Ohashi et al. [19] discussed 3D recon-
struction of human motion from multi-camera images. Luo
et al. [20] proposed a multi-task and multi-level neural net-
work structurewith physical constraint to estimate 3Dhuman
poses from single RGB image in an end-to-end. This work
has limitations on abnormal pose and large venue, which are
important feature of figure skating. After the Part Confidence
Maps are computed from each camera image, the proposed
spatial–temporal filter is applied to deliver the humanmotion
data with accuracy and smoothness for human motion anal-
ysis. The conventional work [21] of this paper has developed
a system to obtain the 3D jump pose of a figure skater.
At the core of the approach, this method corrects inaccu-
rate or even erroneous reconstruction results by combining
spatial–temporal information and a multi-perspective during
the process of 2D-to-3D pose transformation.

Sensor-based jump analysis in figure skating

Advancements in wearable technology have facilitated per-
formance monitoring in a number of sports. Many sensor-
based methods [22,23] provide valuable analysis of figure
skating.

An inertial sensor-based system (MISSIE) [24] has sam-
pled the jumps andfilmedwith high speedvideo.With respect
to time values of figure skating jump events toe pick, release
of glide leg, take off and landing inertial data were manually
and software algorithm analysed, and video data were man-
ually analysed. MISSIE can be used for figure skating jump
analysis and feedback, being superior to traditional video
analysis. Another study [25] developed a prototype jump
monitor for figure skating. The accurate identification of
multi-revolution jumps and quantification of rotation speeds
can be accomplished using a single waist-mounted IMU. The
purpose of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of using
an inertial measurement unit (IMU) tomonitor figure skating
jumping performance.

Manual-observation-based jump analysis in figure
skating

Many figure skating analysts judge athletes’ performance
based on the images or the videos of the competition [26,27].
The successful execution of jumps canbedetermined through
observing frame by frame.
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Work [28] reviews the biomechanics of triple and quadru-
ple figure skating jumps, focusing on information that has
implications for strength and conditioning programs. By
observing the motion of figure skater fully, they have sum-
marized that to complete the required revolutions in a jump,
a skater must balance the average angular velocity with the
time in the air. Study [29] also tests an elite male junior
skater. The skater performed a series of jumps on the ice,
they observed substantial differences in the movement tech-
nique and kinematic parameters of the pre-take-off phase in
jump performance.

Comparing to the previous studies of jump analysis in fig-
ure skating, this work has two attractive characteristics. First,
themethod allows hassle-free and no burdensome implemen-
tation, which means the figure skaters do not have to carry
any measuring instruments. Second, this work focuses on
using computer vision techniques to extract and analyze the
figure skater’s 3D pose instead of observing the original fig-
ure skating video manually. All in all, the proposed method
can not only be applied to real competitions, but also can
obtain the figure skater’s pose automatically and efficiently.

Framework of the reconstruction system

The system defines a complete jump as four consecutive
stages, glide leg (S1), take off (S2), spin in the air (S3) and
landing (S4) as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 4 illustrates the overall pipeline of the proposed
approaches. First, as shown in Fig. 4, the video sequences
are captured from six perspectives. The part confidence map
of each joint is obtained using OpenPose [13], which is a
2D gesture recognition method. The part confidence map
reflects the possibility of the 2D appearance area of each
joint, which is explained clearly in OpenPose [13] program.
Figure 4 gives three views to explain how to choose discrete
probability points. From left to right, the higher intensity the
confidence map, the 2D recognition of this joint is consid-
ered to be more accurate. Then, some discrete probability
points are selected according to the likelihood distribution
and the temporal smoothness. Here, likelihood distribution

Fig. 2 Four stages of the flip jump in figure skating

Fig. 3 Figure skating venue size. Six cameras are placed every 60
degrees on the auditorium and the visual fields of them cover the red
area simultaneously

means the higher temperature in the heatmap, more points
will be selected. Here the heatmap of the first confidencemap
is the lowest, so choose one point (the yellow point) to rep-
resent the 2D position of this joint, and the third confidence
map has the highest temperature, so choose more points (the
blue points) to represent the 2D position of the joint. So far,
the 2D position of a joint in multiple perspectives has been
represented by some discrete points, respectively.

Second, two views are arbitrarily selected from multi-
view. The joint is numbered according to the confidence
from different viewpoints. In the reconstruct spatial confi-
dence point group part, take the first orange picture as an
example, one perspective uses three green dots to represent
the 2D position of the joint in this perspective, and the other
perspective uses a yellow dot to represent the 2D position
of the joint in this perspective. When using binocular recon-
struction, each point in the first viewwill calculate a 3D point
with each point in the other view. Therefore, the orange pic-
ture will get three 3D points (three by one), the green picture
will get five 3D points (five by one), the blue picture will
get fifteen 3D points (five by three). Here the color setting is
consistent with the 2D heatmap. Then, the 3D confidences of
the reconstructed 3D points are determined according to the
number of points. The number of points in the orange picture
is 3, so its confidence is not as high as the confidence level of
the spatial confidence point group with 5 points in the green
picture.

Third, multiple spatial confidence point groups of a cer-
tain joint will be merged into a large spatial point group.
Then, figure skater’s 3D pose is estimated by analyzing the
spatial confidence point groups and collecting the constraint
statistics based on the prior conditions. As a matter of fact,
since many 2D pose estimation approaches contain proba-
bility regions of body parts, this work depends on any other
2D pose detector which has confidence map of the joints as
an intermediate result.
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Fig. 4 Framework of the reconstruction system. The system takes six
synchronized figure skating sequences of single person as input, and
outputs the 3D human skeleton estimation results. The overall frame-
work of the system can be roughly divided into three steps, and the three
proposals will work in their respective steps

Likelihood distribution and temporal
smoothness-based discrete probability
points selection likelihood

In this example as shown in Fig. 5, the purpose is to select a
certain number of points in eachviewbasedon the probability
to replace the figure skater’s right elbow. In the top image, the
confidence map of the right elbow has the strongest intensity.
In the middle one, the confidence map is slightly weaker, and

Fig. 5 Basic flow of discrete probability point selection. The color
arrows from left to right, from blue to red, represent a gradual decrease
in confidence. Extract more points from the higher-intensity part con-
fidence map, fewer points are extracted with low intensity. The lower
heatmap has two part confidence peaks. By referring the temporal infor-
mation, the unique position of the right elbow position can be decided.
Temporal smoothing helps to find the only confidence map in each view
to represent a certain joint in the case of ambiguity

in the lower one, the right elbow is misrecognized. The two
part confidence maps representing the right elbow are gener-
ated with noise. For each perspective, no matter how many
part confidence maps represent the right elbow, some dis-
crete points are extracted from them to represent right elbow.
All in all, the discrete probability points are selected based
on the heat distribution of the confidence map. The point
groups which don’t conform to the spatiotemporal condition
are filtered. Finally, a certain number of discrete points can
be obtained in each view to represent the position of the right
elbow.

Likelihood distribution

Figure 6 shows that the confidence degree gradually
decreased from left to right (the color bias toward blue
represents high confidence, and toward red represents low
confidence). Therefore, the number of the discrete probabil-
ity points corresponding to different confidence maps with

Fig. 6 Likelihood distribution-based discrete probability points selec-
tion. The higher the intensity of the confidence map, the higher
probability that the recognition result is positive. The lower the intensity,
the higher probability that the recognition result is negative. From left
to right, the intensity of the confidencemap gradually decreases, choose
more points for higher confidence and fewer points for low confidence
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Fig. 7 Joints number in human model

different intensities gradually sparse naturally. The reason for
this selection is to increase the influence of high-intensity
confidence maps while weakening the influence of low-
intensity confidence maps. These probability point groups
depend on quantity to play their role in the subsequent pro-
cessing.

Temporal smoothness

Due to some confusing limbs of figure skater and unclear
target caused by large venue, often there are ambiguous iden-

tification results. In some cases, a joint hasmore than one part
confidence map from a certain perspective, and also corre-
sponds to two discrete point groups. As shown in Fig. 7, in
general, this situation often occurs in the body part which has
the right and the left difference (e.g., the neck won’t cause
confusion, but the hands will). To solve this problem, this
work proposes a 2D temporal filter base on the smoothness
of the body part trajectory.

As shown in Fig. 8, after likelihood distribution, the con-
fidence map of a series of consecutive frames taken from one
perspectivewill first be presented in the formof discrete prob-
ability points. When the ambiguous confidence maps occur,
the data of the previous frame should be taken into consid-
eration. Temporal smoothing aims to achieve the uniqueness
of the point group.

For each frame, the previous frame is the processed group,
so the previous frame is always unique, assuming its highest
score point as a reference:

jointknframet−1
=

(
unframet−1

, vnframet−1
, snframet−1

)
, (1)

where k is the joint number, following the rules in Fig. 7.
u and v is the pixel coordinate, s is the confidence score.
n represents the nth point in the current point group. The
highest score in the current frame’s point groups is defined
as:

jointknframet0
=

(
unframet0

, vnframet0
, snframet0

)
(2)

jointknframet1
=

(
unframet1

, vnframet1
, snframet1

)
. (3)

Fig. 8 Temporal smoothness-based discrete probability points selec-
tion. Here shows a continuous 2D movement of a joint in a certain
viewpoint(movement sequence is from right to left). After the previous
operation, the position of the joint at each moment in this perspective
appears as a 2D points group. Here eight moments are chosen as an
example, of which three moments appear in the two-point group situa-

tion. The relationship between point groups is divided into three cases.
In this example, there are two case1 (orange and green points groups
processing process), two case2 (processing of pink and golden points
groups), and one case3 (the blue points group). Due to the use of tem-
poral smoothness, the processing of the current point group needs to
refer to the intensity characteristics of the previous one
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where jointknframet1
only exists when there are ambiguous

results. If there doesn’t exist double point groups, the high-
est score is marked as jointknframet

in the current frame’s point
group.

There are three cases in which the previous frame handles
the current frame. The first case is retaining the closer point
group with the original intensity. The previous frame of this
type is a high-intensity point group, it means that the error
probability of the previous frame is relatively low. It’s obvi-
ous that the closer one between jointknframet0

and jointknframet1
that is more consistent with the continuity to the reference
point group is considered as a valid result jointknframet

from
the comprehensible mathematical bases. Therefore, the final
point group of this frame is

jointknframet
= (

unframet , v
n
framet , s

n
framet

)
. (4)

The second case is reducing intensity of current frame’s
point group. The previous frame of this type is a low-intensity
point group, and is not a double point groups itself. It is more
noteworthy that the continuity between the two frames is out
of bounds. When the previous frame cannot provide reliable
guarantee and the relationship between the two frames is not
continuous, the point group of the current frame should be
downgraded as much as possible. Therefore, the final point
group of this frame is

jointknframet
=

(
unframet , v

n
framet , 0.100

)
. (5)

The third case is retaining the closer point group and
reducing intensity. This method is used to solve the problem
that the current frame belongs to the double point groups and
the previous frame is of low intensity. When the continuity
of the relationship between frames is not strong, it is forced
to select a point group between jointknframet0

and jointknframet1

closer to the previous frame. A selected group jointknframet
is

demoted to reduce its influence in the overall situation. So
the final point group of this frame is

jointknframet
=

(
unframet , v

n
framet , 0.100

)
. (6)

Multi-perspective and combination
unification-based large-scale venue 3D
reconstruction

Binocular stereo vision mimics human eyes to obtain 3D
information and consists of two cameras. The two cameras
form a triangular relationship with the measured object in
space. As shown in Fig. 9, the spatial coordinate can be

Fig. 9 Binocular stereo vision structure. First, camera calibration the-
ory is used to calculate the relationship between space point and the
corresponding pixel point. The binocular can estimate the depth value
of the space point. Based on the camera calibration matrix and the 2D
pixel projection values of the space point in the two viewing angles, 3D
point coordinates in space can be calculated

obtained according to the calibration matrix and the pixel
values of the two camera planes.

Multi-perspective

This work uses six cameras to capture 3D pose as the dead
angle of the single-view created by the athlete’s 360-degree
rotation had to be taken into account. The graduated color bar
represents different confidence intensities which is weaken-
ing from left to right as shown in Fig. 10.

Reviewing the result of proposal one which provides
the discrete point in each 2D point group is jointknframet

=
(unframet

, vnframet
, snframet

). After reconstruction from multiple
perspectives, the discrete points in each spatial confidence
point group is

Fig. 10 The reconstructed spatial confidence point group. The quantity
of the points in spatial confidence point group depends on the amount of
the selected discrete probability points in confidence map. For example,
in the gray picture on the left, the first perspective contains 5 discrete
probability points and the second perspective contains 3 discrete prob-
ability points. Then, the number of the points in this spatial confidence
point group is 3 × 5
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Fig. 11 Binocular reconstruction requires obvious angle. When there
is no obvious triangular relationship between the two perspectives, its
reconstruction results will be biased

〈L, R〉jointkmframet
=

(
〈L, R〉xkmframet

, 〈L, R〉ykmframet
,

〈L, R〉zkmframet
, 〈L, R〉skmframet

) (7)

L and R indicate which two viewpoints are selected, those
value range is camera 0 to camera 5. m is the mth 3D points
in the spatial confidence point group. smframet

is the average
confidence value of the selected 2D discrete points from two
cameras.

Since six cameras are set every 60 degrees and the recov-
ering 3D shape is mainly based on the binocular stereo
reconstruction, the six camera setting means 15 combina-
tions (〈0, 1〉,〈0, 2〉,〈0, 3〉,〈0, 4〉,〈0, 5〉,〈1, 2〉,〈1, 3〉,
〈1, 4〉,〈1, 5〉,〈2, 3〉,〈2, 4〉,〈2, 5〉,〈3, 4〉,〈3, 5〉,〈4, 5〉). Due to
the large area of the figure skating site and the complexity of
the camera reconstruction results, how to choose and calcu-
late the appropriate reconstruction combination is shown in
Fig. 11. When the athlete moves to some position, the cam-
era’s lens plane and the target can’t generate obvious angle
which means there is deviation existing.

Without the hassle, combinations 〈0, 1〉, 〈2, 5〉, 〈3, 4〉 can
be judged as unusable, because the angles with the target is
always close to 180 degrees, which means the corresponding
rays of these combinations are nearly parallel. The rest of the
combinations are considered valuable. However, the subtle
differences still exists as shown in Fig. 12. The next step is

to unify the trajectories based on the reconstructed spatial
confidence point groups.

Camera combinations unification

For each joint, it will have several spatial confidence point
groups with different intensities. To unify these groups, we
select a root joint in advance and calculate the root joint’s
position first. Then, the spatial confidence point group of
other common joints are translated based on the root joint.

For the purpose of unifying the combination values, this
work selects the neck joints of combination 〈2, 4〉 or 〈3, 5〉,
in which there is no occlusion problem and the spatial con-
fidence point group is always strong as the root joint. Here
taking the combination 〈2, 4〉 as the example:

〈2, 4〉joint1framet =
(∑r=m

r=1 〈2, 4〉x1mframet

m
,

∑r=m
r=1 〈2, 4〉y1mframet

m
,

∑r=m
r=1 〈2, 4〉z1mframet

m

)
.

(8)

The three components in brackets are recorded as xroott ,
yroott , zroott . Then, every 3D point in different camera com-
binations’ spatial confidence point group belonging to one
certain joint k needs to be reset as Skmframet

according to the
following formula:

Skmframet
=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

〈L, R〉xkmframet
− 〈L, R〉x1mframet

+ xroott ,

〈L, R〉ykmframet
− 〈L, R〉y1mframet

+ yroott ,

〈L, R〉zkmframet
− 〈L, R〉z1mframet

+ yroott

(9)

So far, the results from all available camera combinations
have been unified as shown in Fig. 13

Fig. 12 The reconstructed
trajectories from multi-view.
The 3D trajectories under
different combinations is shown
here. It can be seen that the
shape of the trajectories are
roughly similar, but there is a
certain degree of position offset
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Fig. 13 The camera combinations are unified. The neck joint is con-
sidered the root joint. The common joint here is one of any joints other
than the neck. Each common joint has several spatial confidence point
groups from different camera combinations. According to the relative
distance between it and the root joint of a specific camera combination,
all the point groups are transformed into a relatively concentrated area.
It is consistent with the fact that the 3D position of the joint should be
unchanged no matter which two perspectives are calculated

Multi-constraint-based human skeleton
estimation

After the first twoproposedmethods, one ormore spatial con-
fidence point groups belonging to each joint can be obtained.
For the purpose of determining one unique joint 3D position,
thiswork attempts to specify a reasonable andvaluablemech-
anism by setting out constraints to choose the final spatial 3D
point.

Priors based on body structure andmotion trend

What kind of priors and how to obtain them are prerequisites
for the implementation of this proposal. Here we mainly dis-
cuss the function of bone length and motion trend angle in
the constrained superposition process.

To ensure the verisimilitude of human body, the length
prior can be obtained from measuring the human body.
However, when there is no excessive deviation in the recon-
struction accuracy, it is possible to obtain the prior which
is not different from manual measurement by selecting the
joint value after supervision. This is more versatile, because
no limitation to the athlete. The athletic motion trends of fig-
ure skaters are mentioned here to illustrate the motivation
behind the subsequent employ of temporal information. The
continuity of action leads to the close connection of the rela-
tionship between frames. The stability of the motion trend
provides a shortcut for using the inter-frame connection. This
method will make more detailed corrections according to the
characteristics of the slight change of the limb angle between
the frames. All in all, the length of human skeleton and the
continuity of human motion are considered to constrain the
calculation results.

Multi-constraint

After the reconstruction of spatial confidence point groups,
each joint has multiple candidate groups. the system hopes
to process all point groups into specific spatial locations as
shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14 Output form of the joints. For each joint, it is expected to output
a 3D point in space. These joints will form a human skeletal structure,
and multiple frames will form the jumping poses of the figure skater

As shown in Fig. 15, length constraint l p_cmframet
, angle con-

straint θ p_cm
framet

and confidence constraint scorecmframet
are added

to filter out errors and select the most accurate 3D position:

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

l p_cmframet
,

θ
p_cm
framet

,

scorecmframet
,

(10)

First, whether spatial confidence point groups is eligible
to participate in weight assignment. There is no doubt that
starting with length filter for points that exceed the limit can
help eliminate a wide range of errors. Supposing flagp_cm
representing the prior bone length of the parent joint and the
child joint. Then, Scmframet

representing the spatial coordinate
and the corresponding confidence score for a certain point in
all the spatial confidence points group of joint c:

Scmframet
=

(
xcmframet

, ycmframet
, zcmframet

, scmf ramet

)
. (11)

The length distance of the parent and child joints is

(l p_cmframet
)2 =

(
xcmframet

− x pm
framet

)2

+
(
ycmframet

− y pmframet

)2

+
(
zcmf ramet

− z pmframet

)2
.

(12)

If l p_cmframet
in the range of flagp_cm ± 50.00 centimeters,

it is considered that it can enter the screening of the next
constraint, otherwise it will directly discard.

Second, we consider the changes in limb angle and confi-
dence score in parallel to locate the final position of the joint.
The angle between the current frame’s limb and the previous
frame’s limb is

θ
p_cm
framet

= arccos

−−−→
v
p_cm
framet

· −−−−−→
v
p_cm
framet−1∣∣∣∣

−−−−→
v
p_cm
f ramet

||−−−−−→
v
p_cm
framet−1

∣∣∣∣
, (13)
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Fig. 15 Multi-constraint

where
−−−→
v
p_cm
framet

is the vector of the parent and child joints:

−−−→
v
p_cm
framet

=
(
xcmframet

− x p
framet

, ycmframet
− y pframet

,

zcmframet
− z pframet

)
(14)

Third, different weights are added of different intensities
in spatial confidence point groups, andmarked as scorecmframet

.

Angle constraint θ p_cm
framet

and confidence constraint scorecmframet
will cooperate to take effect and consider together. The tol-
erance of the angle gradually expands in a divergent way,
searching for high-confidence points Scnframet

in spatial con-
fidence point groups within the divergence range to jointly
calculate the final spatial position. Here, the number of points
with the same score belonging to one joint is denoted as n.
The difference betweenm is that n is a subset ofm. Similar to
the concept of weighted average, the final spatial coordinate
Cc
framet

is

Cc
framet =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑(
scorecnframet

· xcnframet

)

∑ (
scorecnframet

· n
) ,

∑(
scorecnframet

· ycnframet

)

∑ (
scorecnframet

· n
) ,

∑(
scorecnframet

· zcnframet

)

∑(
scorecnframet

· n
) ,

(15)

Experiment result

Data set and experimental environment

The resource videos of the experiments records the figure
skating scene with six cameras. In theory, the more cam-
eras are used, the better performance the algorithm can
achieve and the more computation time required. To decide
the camera number, we do verification test of different cam-
era number and concluded that at least 6 cameras should be
used to ensure the accuracy of the algorithm. Details of the
verification test are shown in the following subsection.

For each camera, the resolution is 1920×1080, the frame-
rate is 60 pfs and the shutter speed is 0.001 s, so that there
is little motion blur in the image. The test sequences contain
single Flip jump, double Flip jump and triple Flip jump.

The experiment is executed with the following environ-
ment setting: the CPU is Intel Core i7-3770, the RAM is
8 GB, the compiler is Visual Studio 2017, and the external
includes OpenCV-3.4.1.

Verification test of camera number

Due to the equipment limitations, this article only shows the
experiment to discuss the conditions when cameras num-
ber equals or less than 6. To achieve the precise 3D pose of
human, at least two cameras are required.

In figure skating, the spin pose of body is important to
analysis the jump action. The experiment simulates the span
scene. As Fig. 16 shows, the span angle is divided into 12
states.

Taking the camera 1 as an example, the joints recognition
of athlete at each angle are observed in Fig. 17, where the
joint number are marked in Fig. 7.

AsFig. 17 shows,when the span angle of athlete is position
1©, facing the camera, all the joints are well seen and there
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Fig. 16 In the experiments of camera number, cameras are placed cam-
era every 60 degrees

Fig. 17 The observation of joints at each angle in camera 1

are no misidentified joints. When the athlete turns to position
3©, he basically faces the camera sideways, so his right arm
has a certain degree of self-occlusion, and the three joints of
right shoulder, right elbow and right wrist (joints 2, 3 and
4, respectively) are identified incorrectly. When the athlete
turns to the angle of position 6©, he is back to the camera.
At this time, both of his arms are self-occluded, so the wrist
joints of the left and right hands (joints 4 and7) are incorrectly
identified. The rest positions are similar. Taking 6 cameras
into consideration, the observation results are summarized
in Fig. 18. The six cameras are named from C1 to C6. In
addition, each column represents the span angle of the athlete.
The element (C1, 3©) represents only the joint 2,3,4 can be
observed in camera C1 at the position 3©. Under the first
column, the value 4 (2) marked by an arrow mark means

the joint 4 can only be correctly observed by 2 cameras at
position 1©.

From the Fig. 18, it can be concluded that when 6 cam-
eras are used, some joints in a specific position can only be
observed by two cameras. Therefore, to ensure the accuracy
of the algorithm, the camera number cannot be less than 6.

Evaluationmethod

This work considers the evaluation protocol which is the per-
joint position error in millimeters. As shown in Fig. 19, first
we manually label human joint pixels from six perspectives,
then the artificial labeling coordinates are reconstructed and
statistical processing is performed to obtain groundtruth.

It can’t be ignored that the large field of figure skating and
small targets cause slight fluctuations at the pixel level, which
cause centimeter-level errors in the real world. Therefore, in
terms of error tolerance, not only the error range, but also the
groundtruth error which caused by manual annotation needs
to be considered. Therefore, this paper evaluates the results
by both qualitative and quantitative methods.

First is the qualitative evaluation method. In this work, the
ground truth range is taken as the center part of the sphere
with a radius of error range. The result is defined as success-
ful if the distance between the calculated coordinate and the
center part of the sphere doesn’t exceed error range. The for-
mulas for calculating the success rate is defined as the number
of success joints divided by the number of total joints:

Success rate = Successful joints

Total joints
. (16)

As for the quantitative evaluation method, the mean per
joint position error (MPJPE) are calculated. The error is cal-
culated as

EMPJPE = 1

N j

N j∑
i=1

∣∣∣SiGT − Siresult

∣∣∣ (17)

where the SiGT and Siresult are the ground truth and the esti-
mated result of the ith joints. The N j is the total number of
human body joints, whose value is 13.

Experimental results

Comparison items are shown in Table 1. Comparison items
are shown in Table 1. The proposedmethod here is compared
with basic framework and conventional work. Although the
comparison items use the same modules which are 2D infor-
mation extraction, reconstruction and 3D pose correction,
each of them exploits a different strategy for different mod-
ule. The strategies used in proposed method has already been
fully explained. The methods employed in basic framework
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Fig. 18 Summary of the observation condition for each joints in different cameras. The element (Cx, y©) represents the joints which can be observed
by camera x at the position y©

and conventional work can be simply described as follows.
In the 2D information extraction module, the basic frame-
work just uses the recognized joint 2D pixels value from the
existing 2D pose estimator directly. The conventional work
adds temporal smoothness on it to filter out wrong points.
In the 3D reconstruction module, the basic framework and
conventional work both calculates the average value of the
reconstruction results from multiple cameras as the fusion
result. They all ignored the deviation between the 3D recon-
struction points from multiple cameras. In the 3D correction
module, the basic framework does not modify 3D skeleton,
and the conventional work only modifies some unreason-
able bone lengths based on the physiological human joint
length as a prior. In the experiment part, only the end-to-end
analysis results are presented. It is because that the three pro-
posals are not independent with each other and no module
can be replaced in the whole framework. Therefore, it is dif-
ficult to conduct ablation experiments here to demonstrate
the improvement providing by each individual proposal.

The experimental results are shown in Table 2. As shown
in Fig. 7, Upper represents the joints of the upper body (joint
numbers are 0–7), and Lower represents the joints of the
lower body (joint numbers are 8–13). The table lists the suc-
cess rate of the upper body, lower body, andwhole body joints
within the specified error range. Comparedwith conventional
work, the accuracy rates of the proposed work are almost all

above 90% and the MPJPE value is significantly reduced
from 74.12 to 23.57 mm. This is due to the usage of spatial
confidence point groups to determine the possible position
of joints. Then, human skeleton is generated in combina-
tion with temporal constraints. At the 2D level, conventional
work uses the highest confidence point from the partial confi-
dencemap as the 2D position of the point, while the proposed
method uses discrete probability points instead of a fixed
highest probability point as the 2D position, which can avoid
2D error recognition. In reconstruction part, the conventional
work calculates the reconstruction average value of differ-
ent camera combinations from six perspectives as the final
3D result, while the proposed method generates a spatial
confidence point group and unify all combinations based on
the relative relationship with the root joint. In terms of 3D
constraints, compared with traditional work, the proposed
method also adds motion trend constraints and confidence
constraints in addition to the human bone length constraints.

Consideration and analysis

The method proposed in this paper still has some problems
unsolved. First of all, from the experimental results, the accu-
racy is not completely perfect. The large venue of figure
skating is a very influential factor. Although the prepara-
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Fig. 19 Evaluation method

tion of the data set has focused on the local field as much as
possible, the more than 100 square meters field of view and
fixed cameras positions caused many limitations. This is not
only detrimental to the accuracy of camera calibration, but

Table 2 Experiment results

Items Basic frame-
work

Conventional
work [21]

Proposed
method

Error range
@30 mm

Upper 40.97% 70.60% 88.89%

Lower 38.73% 80.4%8 95.08%

Total 40.01% 74.83% 91.55%

Error range
@50 mm

Upper 47.98% 72.97% 90.26%

Lower 41.02% 84.23% 95.65%

Total 44.99% 77.77% 92.57%

Error range
@70 mm

Upper 51.75% 75.82% 91.30%

Lower 43.04% 86.68% 96.15%

Total 48.02% 80.48% 93.38%

MPJPE (mm) Upper 112.11 85.47 28.74

Lower 124.59 60.75 21.56

Total 121.45 74.12 23.57

also to the accuracy of the binocular reconstruction of small
target.

Besides, because this work is implemented in stages, the
accuracy of 2D estimator plays a very crucial role. This work
uses OpenPose network to estimate the 2D pose and the part
confidence map. However, there are still many 2Dmisrecog-
nitions, since OpenPose is weak at estimation of abnormal
pose, which is the typical pose in figure skating. The 2D
misrecognitions of pose estimation network directly affect
the final reconstruction results and limit the upper bounder
of proposals’ accuracy. To achieve more accurate 3D pose, a
2D pose estimation method specifically for figure skating is
expected.

Moreover, if the system is applied to a real competition,
the processing speed cannot be ignored. At present, the initial
focus of this work is tomake it possible to extract the 3D pose
of figure skaters. In the future, realizing real-time processing
while ensuring the accuracy is a necessary condition.

Table 1 Comparison items

Items 2D Reconstruction 3D

Basic framework Joint pixel value Reconstruct with stable camera
combinations + calculate average value

Without any correction

Conventional work [21] Joint pixel value + temporal
smoothness

Reconstruct with stable camera
combinations + calculate average value

With simple prior-based correction

Proposed method Joint confidence map + temporal
smoothness

Reconstruct with all camera combinations
+ calculate the unified value of
combinations

With multi-constraint-based
correction
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Fig. 20 Examples of experiment results
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Conclusions

This work focuses onmulti-view 3D human pose reconstruc-
tion which based on synchronized sequences. The proposed
methods formulate the problem as 2D pose correction fol-
lowed by 3D pose reconstruction with taking the advantages
of figure skating’s particularity. The proposal starts with the
2D confidence map and presents a multi-technology cor-
rection solution based on the likelihood distribution and
temporal information. Then, 3D reconstruction is conducted
by taking fully consideration of the large-scale venue. Using
multi-camera to capture the motion of the athlete is more
conductive tomotion understanding. And finally refining and
narrowing down the spatial confidence point group viamulti-
constraint allow modeling a human pose prior in advance.
In comparison to the basic framework and the conventional
work [21], the success rate of the independent joint is gener-
ally more than 90%.

At present, OpenPose as a 2D human pose estima-
tion network is used to obtain the confidence map of the
joints.Although OpenPose works well in general conditions,
it still contains many 2D misrecognitions for figure skating.
To achieve more accurate 3D pose, a 2D pose estimation
method specifically for figure skating is expected. In the
future, the possible ways to improve the accuracy of 2D pose
are pre-labeling a batch of skating data sets as training data
and training a 2D network model to better identify skating
positions. Moreover, adding key points such as hands and
feet is also significant. At the same time, improving the algo-
rithm to realize real-time while ensuring the accuracy is also
important for real application. With these modifications, the
system is expected to be applied to the objectively perfor-
mance evaluation of figure skaters and real-time display of
figure skating TV broadcast.
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